CATALOGUE

FIRST AID

When an accident happens it is too late to
buy and refill the compresses and
bandages.
First aid equipment must be in place and
complete - always.
You and your company need at regular
intervals to check and supplement first-aid
equipment in your business.
In this way both you and your employees
can be confident that it keeps a high and
consistent standard.
The occupational safety and health
regulations state clearly that first-aid
equipment shall be located in an easily
accessible, customised workplace
adjusted to the number of employees,
geographic location, nature of work and
other working conditions.
The responsibility lies with the employer.
At Snøgg you will find first-aid equipment
suitable for stationary unit, emergency unit
and equipment for special conditions.
Everyone needs first aid whether at home,
at work, traveling, or participating in
activities in their spare time.
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ABOUT US

Snøgg AS was founded in 1945 driven by the idea of creating a product for easy
wound treatment. The innovative product was called “snøgg-bind” (quick-wrap),
and the company derived its name from this new product.
From the very beginning Snøgg established its facilities on the
outskirts of Kristiansand on the southern coast of Norway and over the years has
established a worldwide network of distributors and producers.
Our broad product range makes us into one of the leading Scandinavian
companies within first-aid, emergency and medical disposable products, starting
with simple bandage all the way to advanced medical devices.
We supply equipment and solutions to industry, offshore, hospitals,
ambulances, military, aid organisations.
Innovation and quality is what makes our products attractive and
appreciated by our customers.
Snøgg is ISO 9001:2008 certified as a proof of quality philosophy throughout our
system – one of the most important reasons our partners trust in our solutions.

BANDAGES AND
FIRST AID EQUIPMENT
Bandages • First Aid Cases • First Aid Kits •
Personalised Products

THE NEW
BANDAGE
GENERATION
COMFORTABLE
SOFT AND ELASTIC
ADHERES TO ITSELF
ADHERES EVEN
WHEN WET
BANDAGE THAT KEEPS
THE JOINTS FLEXIBLE

NO GLUE

NO CLIPS

NO SAFETY PINS

SELF-ADHERENT • DOES NOT STICK TO SKIN, HAIR NOR WOUNDS • QUICK AND EASY TO USE • SOFT AND ELASTIC • CAN BE
USED WITH OINTMENTS OR CREAM • ADHERES IN WATER • EASY TO REMOVE • IDEAL FOR FINGERS, WRISTS, TOES AND JOINTS

FACTS AND BENEFITS
Does not stick
to skin, hair nor
wounds

Can
be used
Self-adherent
in
water
and elastic

Self-adherent
Can be used
and
elastic
in water

ADHESIVE-FREE BANDAGE

Does not stick to skin, hair nor wounds
No glue residue

ONLY ADHERES TO ITSELF

Can be used directly on wet and dirty
skin. Can be used on top of creams and
ointments

LATEX FREE

Skin and allergy-friendly

SOFT AND ELASTIC

Shapes itself to the joints
Fits under gloves

ABSORBENT

Ideal for bleeding wounds

STOPS BLEEDING

Place Soft NEXT over the wound and
pinch the bandage until the desired
pressure is reached. Use several layers
if the bleeding is severe

CAN BE USED IN WATER

Does not fall off when wet

POROUS

Does not leave wrinkled skin beneath
the plaster

SIZES:
6 cm x 100 cm
6 cm x 450 cm
3 cm x 450 cm

Different sizes cater to different needs

NEUTRAL OR BLUE

The blue version is highly visible and well
suited for the food industry

BANDAGES
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1

Dispenser Soft NEXT

Dispenser Soft NEXT should be located close to your
workplace for fast and reliable help for cuts and wounds.
The dispenser keeps the Soft NEXT clean and dry. It is easy
to mount and the transparent lid makes it easy to see when
to refill the dispenser. Wall bracket and instructions card
included. Made of ABS plastic.
The dispenser is delivered empty and is developed for
Snøgg’s success product Soft NEXT 6 cm x 4,5 m.
Product information:
Size: H: 16 cm, W: 9 cm, D: 16 cm
Weight: 505 gram
1 Art.no: 012205 Dispenser Soft NEXT, green/yellow
2 Art.no: 012342 Soft NEXT, 6 cm x 4,5 m, neutral
3 Art.no: 012344 Soft NEXT, 6 cm x 4,5 m, blue

2

For all orders from distributors in Denmark, Sweden and Finland,
please refer to our price list for the correct article number.
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6

Soft NEXT Adhesive-free Plaster

Soft NEXT is a unique, elastic, absorbent plaster, which does not
stick to skin, hair nor wounds. Endures use in water and can be used
together with ointments or creams. The elasticity in the plaster makes
it easy to apply and keeps the joints fully flexible.
made in

4 Art.no: 012322 Soft NEXT 6 cm x 1 m, neutral
5 Art.no: 012332 Soft NEXT 3 cm x 4,5 m, neutral
6 Art.no: 012324 Soft NEXT 6 cm x 1 m, blue
7 Art.no: 012334 Soft NEXT 3 cm x 4,5 m, blue

For all orders from distributors in Denmark, Sweden and Finland,
please refer to our price list for the correct article number.
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NO GLUE

NO CLIPS

NO SAFETY PINS

• First Aid
• Emergency Services
• Pre-hospital care
• Hospital Departments:
• Accident and Emergency Unit
• Orthopaedics
• Pediatrics
• Burns Unit
• Fracture Clinic
• Plastic Surgery

THE NEW
BANDAGE
GENERATION

SELF-ADHERENT • QUICK AND EASY TO USE • HIGHLY ABSORBENT • SOFT AND ELASTIC • DOES NOT STICK TO SKIN, HAIR
NOR WOUNDS • STAYS IN PLACE EVEN WHEN WET • CAN BE USED WITH CREAM AND OINTMENTS • EASY TO REMOVE •
IDEAL FOR WOUNDS TO HEAD, ARMS, LEGS, HANDS AND FEET

FACTS AND BENEFITS
Self-adherent

SELF-ADHERENT BANDAGE

Does not stick to skin, hair nor wounds
No glue residue

ONLY ADHERES TO ITSELF

Can be used directly on wet and dirty
skin. Can be used on top of creams and
ointments

LATEX FREE

Skin and allergy-friendly

SOFT AND ELASTIC

Shapes itself to the joints
Comfortable to wear

ABSORBENT

Ideal for bleeding wounds

STOPS BLEEDING

Place UNI NEXT over the wound and
pinch the bandage until the desired
pressure is reached. Use several layers if
the bleeding is severe

CAN BE USED IN WATER

Does not fall off when wet

POROUS

Allows the skin to breathe so that the
wound heals quickly

SIZES:
8 cm x 100 cm (pouch)
8 cm x 50 cm (pouch)
8 cm x 75 cm, lite (pouch)
8 cm x 500 cm
18 cm x 60 cm (head bandage)
25 cm x 500 cm

Different sizes cater to different needs

BANDAGES

8

UNI NEXT Bandage

UNI NEXT Bandage is an elastic and adhesive-free bandage
like Soft NEXT, but thicker and much stronger. This unique
product does not stick to skin, hair nor wounds. It is easy to
apply and easy to remove. Thanks to its cross-elastic feature,
UNI can be shaped to fit any body part.
Quick and easy to apply and highly versatile, UNI is
multifunctional in use. Whether it is to make a firm, non-slip
support bandage, a pressure element or an absorbent gauze,
all of this and much more can be accomplished by using UNI.
The only limitation to the use of this unique bandage is your
imagination.
8 Art.no: 012361 UNI
9 Art.no: 012365 UNI
10 Art.no: 012363 UNI
11 Art.no: 012364 UNI

NEXT Bandage, 8 x 50 cm
NEXT Head bandage, 18 x 60 cm
NEXT Bandage, 8 x 100 cm
NEXT Lite, 8 x 75 cm

9

10
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UNI NEXT Bandage

UNI NEXT Bandage is an elastic and adhesive-free bandage like Soft
NEXT, but thicker and much stronger. This unique product does not
stick to skin, hair nor wounds. It is easy to apply and easy to remove.
12 Art.no: 012362 UNI NEXT Bandage, 8 x 500 cm
13 Art.no: 012366 UNI NEXT Bandage, 25 x 500 cm

13
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Cold Pack
Snøgg`s Instant Cold pack temporarily relieves
minor pain and swelling as a result of sprains,
aches and sore joints. This cold pack is quick
and easy to use and disposable. Store in cool,
dry place.
14 Art.no: 173050 Cold pack small, 11 x 15 cm
15 Art.no: 173060 Cold pack large, 23 x 15 cm

14 15

Bandage Tape
Non-woven bandage tape with dispenser.
16 Art.no: 182525 Bandage tape, 1,25 cm width,10 m length
16

Comfort Ready/Comfort Pluss

Is an elastic textile plaster with a pad that does not stick
to the wound. Good adhesion.
17 Art.no: 181031 Comfort Ready, 24 strips (assorted sizes)
18 Art.no: 181032 Comfort Pluss, 6 cm x 10 cm, 10 pcs

17
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ElastoQuick Sport
ElastoQuick Sport is a cross-elastic, cohesive
fixation bandage for use on many parts of the body.
19

19 Art.no: 046000 ElastoQuick Sport, 7,5 cm x 4,5 m, white
20 Art.no: 046002 ElastoQuick Sport, 3,0 cm x 4,5 m, white

Available in 2016
Art.no: 046001 ElastoQuick Sport, 7,5 cm x 4,5 m, green

20

15

Snøgg`s first aid cases FLEXI, MEDI and COMBI are practical in use,
easily accessible, long lasting and well equipped. Properties for each of these
cases:
• Integrated wall mount bracket – practical solution for factory halls, homes,
utility vans, etc. • User-friendly design • Withstands rough treatment
• Solid handle and locks

21

23

Combi First Aid Case

Snøgg’s largest case, containing all important first-aid materials placed
in two compartments. Plastic shelves and plexiglass plates keep the
products neatly in their place, making them easy to find. Perfect
solution for production facilities, construction sites, etc.
Product information:
H: 29 cm, W: 39,5 cm, D: 13,5 cm
21 Art.no: 021040 Combi First Aid Case
22 Art.no: 024505 Refill First Aid Cabinet/Case
23 Art.no: 021025 Combi First Aid Case, empty
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Refill First Aid Case
Refill Combi (bag 1-9) and o Medi (bag 1-7)
Art.no: 024591 Bag 1 Plaster
Art.no: 024592 Bag 2 Fractures/Crush Injuries
Art.no: 024593 Bag 3 Wounds and Cuts
Art.no: 024594 Bag 4 Hygiene
Art.no: 024595 Bag 5 Eye Wash
Art.no: 024596 Bag 6 Bleedings
Art.no: 024597 Bag 7 Burn Injuries
Art.no: 024598 Bag 8 Rescue Packaging
Art.no: 024599 Bag 9 Big Bleedings

24

Medi First Aid Case
Mid-size case with one compartment, plastic shelves and a
plexiglass plate. Recommended for bigger vehicles, small
business sites, offices, shops, etc.
Product information:
H: 29 cm, W: 39,5 cm, D: 9 cm
24 Art.no: 021058 Medi First Aid Case
25 Art.no: 024505 Refill First Aid Cabinet/Cases
26 Art.no: 021054 Medi First Aid Case, empty

17
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FIRST AID
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26

28

Flexi First Aid Case

Small case, perfect for cars/vans or smaller work places.
Content packed in practical seethrough plastic pockets.
Product information:
H: 20,5 cm, W: 26 cm, D: 9,5 cm
26 Art.no: 021511 Flexi First Aid Case
27 Art.no: 024517 Refill First Aid Case
28 Art.no: 021515 Flexi First Aid Case, empty
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Frost Medical Cabinet

Frost medical cabinet in modern steel design from Snøgg. The cabinet comes with
two fixed shelves and frosted glass door with magnetic lock and key. Screws for
wall mounting included. Supplied without content.
Productinformation:
H: 40 cm, W: 30 cm, D: 12 cm
Material: Steel/frosted glass
29

Art.no: 023034 Frost Medical Cabinet without content

29
30

31

Zena Medical Cabinet
32

Zena Medical Cabinet is a practical cabinet equipped with high quality
first aid products.
It fits in your home and in the workplace. The cabinet can be locked with a
key and the shelves are adjustable in height.
Product information:
H: 42 cm, W: 34 cm, D: 13 cm
30 Art.no: 023032 Zena Medical Cabinet
31 Art.no: 023033 Zena Medical Cabinet, empty

Refill Packs

We have grouped our first aid products into 2 refill packages, where
the first one is equal to the contents of the Zena Medical Cabinet and the
second contains disposable first aid materials.
33

32 Art.no: 024505 Refill Medical Cabinet/First Aid Case
33 Art.no: 024529 Refill disposable First Aid Materials

19

PERSONALISED
PRODUCTS

34

your logo

h: 17 cm

The Active First Aid Auto is ideally
suited for first aid in cars and any other
place where injuries can occur. This kit
contains products for both small and
larger injuries.
Minimum order volume for printing
your own logo: 500 pcs.

h: 17 cm

Active First Aid Auto

34 Art.no: 022525 Active First Aid Auto

w: 26 cm

w: 26 cm

Colour

H: 17 cm
W: 26 cm
Print size
H: 12 cm
W: 21 cm
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Active First Aid Home

The Active First Aid Home is ideally
suited for your home, cabin or boat.
This kit contains all you need to take
care of injuries that typically occur
around and in the house.
Minimum order volume for printing
your own logo: 500 pcs.
h: 17 cm

h: 17 cm

your logo

35 Art.no: 022522 Active First Aid Home
w: 26 cm

Colour

w: 26 cm

H: 17 cm
W: 26 cm
Print size
H: 12 cm
W: 21 cm

21
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H: 11 cm
W: 14 cm

h: 11 cm

Colour

Print size
H: 8 cm
W: 11 cm

36

your logo
w: 14 cm

Active First Aid Hike

NEW

Active First Aid Hike for mountain hikes.

AVAILABLE IN 2016!

Product information:
H: 11 cm, W: 14 cm, D: 6 cm
36 Art.no: 022556 Active First Aid Hike, red

BACKPACKER First Aid

Contains equipment for possible minor injuries. Ideal as a personal first
aid kit for touring and hiking.
Minimum order volume for printing your own logo: 500 pcs.
Product information:
H: 13 cm, W: 10 cm, D: 6 cm
37 Art.no: 022590 Backpacker First Aid, red

37
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Aktiv Kit 1

This first aid kit is ideal for company profiling. The AktivKit1
is a handy first aid kit, rich in content. This kit is designed
for easy accessibility and enables you to provide first aid
in all active environments. The belt loop makes it practical
to carry around. The kit comes with
frosted plastic packaging.
Minimum order volume for printing your own logo: 500
pcs.
Product information:
H: 11 cm, W: 14 cm, D: 6 cm
38 Art.no: 022528 Aktiv Kit 1, red
39 Art.no: 022533 Aktiv Kit 1, black
38 39

Colour

H: 12 cm
W: 14,5 cm
Print size
H: 4 cm
W:12 cm

41

Active First Aid Pocket

Small first aid kit containing the necessary bandaging
materials for the treatment of minor wounds, cuts and bruises.
Minimum order volume for printing your own logo: 500 pcs.
Product information:
H: 12 cm, W: 14,5 cm
40 Art.no: 022576 Active First Aid Pocket, red
41 Art.no: 022579 Active First Aid Pocket, black

40
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42

Soft Bag

This bag is produced in durable material and comes with two mesh
pockets with zipper that makes the bag practical and easy to organise.

44

Product information:
H: 17 cm, W: 26 cm, D: 14 cm
43 Art.no: 022504 Soft Bag, red

Active First Aid Explore

Water resistent First aid bag for adventurers.
Minimum order volume for printing your own logo: 500 pcs.

H: 29,5 cm
W:16 cm
Print size
H: 12 cm
w: 12 cm

44 Art.no: 022578 Active First Aid Explore, red
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Active First Aid Race

Small first aid bag for cyclists.

45
45
46

Art.no: 022577 Active First Aid Race, orange
Art.no: 022547 Active First Aid Race, blue

46
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46

FRONT

49

Your logo

Facemask with key ring

Resuscitation facemask for safe resuscitation with one way valve.
The facemask delivered is attached to a key ring and can be
personalised with your own logo. Contact Snøgg for further
information.
Minimum order volume for printing your own logo: 250 pcs.
46 Art.no: 162017 Facemask, red
47 Art.no: 162018 Facemask, blue
48 Art.no: 162019 Facemask, black

12

Facemask

Resuscitation facemask for safe resuscitation.
12

50 Art.no: 162003 Facemask with valve
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BURN CARE
Hydrogel • Burnshield Dressings

How do you treat burns?
BURN
DRESSINGS

3

2

1
Burns can occur in dramatic
situations. Try to be calm
with the patient. Cold water,
hydrogel (cooling gel) and burn
dressings have a soothing
effect, and limit the extent of
the injury. Here you will find
some of the most important
first aid advice for burns. For
severe burns, it is crucial to get
proffessional help quickly.

The patient must be removed
from the source of the fire. If
hair and clothes are on fire, the
flames must be extinguished.
Do not remove burnt clothing
from the burn wound. Cool
the wound down with clean
water or burn dressings. Using
water: Use cold water for 1 - 2
minutes. Use warm water for
up to 30 minutes.

5

4
Facial burns: Make a hole in
the burn dressing to allow the
patient to breathe, or use a
Burnshield facial dressing. Use
hydrogel directly on wounds on
the nose and ears.

Adapt the burn dressing to
the extent of the wound.
Carefully secure it with a
bandage (Soft1).

6
Ensure that the patient`s airways
are not obstructed and that he/she
is breathing. With severe injuries
on the upper body and legs: Cool
the injured area down, and cover
the wound with a fire blanket - or
a blanket with clean cling film
between the skin and blanket.
Be aware of the risk of severe
hypothermia and circulatory failure.

62

112
Ambulance

Call the emergency services,
with severe burn injuries. Try
to talk calmly and explain
precisely where you are and who
you are. Preferably provide your
contact details of your telephone/
mobile telephone number. Use
burn dressings and hydrogel
during transportation.

BURN CARE

Burnshield Gel

Gel - 96% water 100% burn dressing.
Used on superficial burns. Does not irritate the
skin.
Burnshield is a water based gel, which moistens, cools and
protects the burn. It is a highly esteemed product among the
professionals, who help patients with burn relief every day. The
consistency of the gel is perfectly composed for easy application,
for staying in the affected area and for cooling the burn. The gel is
easy to remove – just flush it away with water.
Burnshield products are delivered as sterile dressings and
blankets of various sizes, small hydrogel burnblots and bottles of
Hydrogel.

1

Hydrogel

A gel that is made up of 96% water. The gel adds moisture to the wound
and has a cooling effect. This results in reduced pain and the injured
area is protected. Hydrogel comes in sterile packaging.
Contains tea tree oil.

2

2

Art.no: 871014 Hydrogel,125 ml bottle with pump
Art.no: 871002 Hydrogel,1 ltr

3

Art.no: 871001 Hydrogel burnblott, 3,5 ml

1

3
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5

4
6

Burn dressing

Contains Hydrogel and should be placed directly on the burn. Cools
and protects the injury. The dressings come in various sizes, are packed
sterile and contain tea tree oil.
Art.no: 870011 Burnshield, 60 x 40 cm
5 Art.no: 870010 Burnshield, 20 x 45 cm face dressing
6 Art.no: 870014 Burnshield, 20 x 20 cm
7 Art.no: 870013 Burnshield, 10 x 10 cm
4

7
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Burnshield blanket

Burn blankets for treatment of large burns.
8 Art.no: 870100 Burnshield, 120 x 160 cm, wool
9 Art.no: 870101 Burnshield, 245 x 160 cm, wool
10 Art.no: 871110 Burnshield, 100 x 100 cm, cotton
11 Art.no: 871115 Burnshield, 200 x 100 cm, cotton

8

Mini Burns Kit

Mini Burns kit contains : 1 pc. Burnshield burndressing, 2 pcs.
Burnblott and 1 pc. Soft1
12

12 Art.no : 872040 Mini Burns Kit

6
12
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13

Snøgg Emergency Case

Emergency case for treatment of burns.

14

Product information:
H: 29 cm, W: 39,5 cm, D: 9 cm
13 Art.no: 872035 Snøgg Emergency Case, orange

Snøgg Emergency Kit

Emergency kit for treatment of minor burns.
Product information:
H: 29 cm, W: 39,5 cm, D: 9 cm
14 Art.no: 872030 Snøgg Emergency Kit, orange

Burnshield Easy Care Burn Kit

The Easy Care Kit contains essentials needed for treatment of burns.
Product information:
H: 14 cm, W: 22 cm, D: 7 cm
15 Art.no: 872055 Easy Care Burn Kit, blue

BURN CARE
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STRETCHERS
Frank Rescue Stretcher • Hartwell Combi Carrier II •
Backboard B-Bak

STRETCHERS

Frank Rescue Stretcher

Soft and convenient stretcher for both horizontally and vertically
lifts which allows to carry or evacuate patients out of critical
situations where there normally is no room for traditional
stretchers; e. g. up or down ladders, around narrow corners or
out of containers/tanks.

1

2

Frank Rescue Stretcher

The stretcher has sewed in wooden splints for stabilizing
patient’s back, 8 handles and towing ring for vertical lifting. The
stretcher can also be stabilized with liftbars (optionally).
A thermo-bag with zipper and a mattress helps to minimize heat
loss and belts help to keep the patient stable on the stretcher.
Frank Rescue stretcher is delivered with a test certificate from
Det Norske Veritas and multilingual user instruction. Liftstraps
for horizontal lifting and liftbars are not included.
Product information:
Colour: Red
Size packed in bag: H: 210 cm, W: 30 cm
Size opened: H: 198 cm, W: 56 cm
Weight: 9 kg
1 Art.no: 023533 Frank rescue stretcher
2 Art.no: 025602 Liftstraps
3 Art.no: 023513 Liftbars

3
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4

Hartwell CombiCarrier II

5

The CombiCarrier II may be used as a scoop stretcher or a full
backboard. Auto-Lock Latch System and simple, intuitive design
minimizes training. Recessed side latch is positioned away from
patient. Can be easily seperated at either end. Eliminates unnecessary
movement making it ideal for patients with suspected hip, pelvic, and
spinal injuries. Foam filling makes it ideal for water rescue.
Product information:
Colour: Green
Size: H: 187 cm, B: 42 cm, D: 5,6 cm
Weight: 7 kg
Load capacity: 205 kg
X-ray compatible
4 Art.no: 023547 Hartwell CombiCarrier II

Head Immobilizer

Head Immobilizer for Hartwell CombiCarrier II and backboard
5 Art.no: 750006 Head Immobilizer

35

STRETCHERS

6

Backboard B-Bak

The stretcher is made of a very durable PE material and is light in
weight. It has 5 handles on each side and 2 on the head end. The
handles are non-skid and work well with gloves. The stretcher can
be used with all kinds of safety belts. It can be used with several
types of head immobilisers. It is mainly used in hospitals, at sports
events, in ambulances for carrying patients and wounded persons.
Ideal for use in the most inaccessible of areas.
Product information:
Colour: Yellow
Size: H: 184 cm, W: 40,5 cm, D: 4,5 cm
Weight: 6 kg
Load capacity: 180 kg
X-ray compatible

7

6 Art.no: 023060 Snøgg Backboard
7 Art.no: 025578 Spider straps

STRETCHERS
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SPORTS CARE
Tape • Ice • Sports Bag

TAPE

2

1

Sports Tape

A good sports tape must stabilise joints and ligaments with inhibited
flexibility. Preventative taping reduces the risk for injuries on ligaments.
Sports tape adheres well and is easy to tear in required length.
Art.no: 183511 Vitality sports tape with zinc oxide glue, 3,8 cm x 7,5 m, 		
		white (taping guide included)
2 Art.no: 183518 Vitality sports tape with zinc oxide glue, 3,8 cm x 7,5 m, 		
		
beige (taping guide included)

1

3 Art.no: 183509 Sports tape 2 pack. 3,8 cm x 7,5 m, white with

		hot-melt glue

SPORTS CARE
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1

3

SPORTS CARE

Taping Guide
(Step by step)

39

TAPE

ElastoQuick Sport

ElastoQuick Sport is a cross-elastic and cohesive
fixation bandage for use on many parts on the body.
Used for fixation of compresses and other bandages.
ElastoQuick Sport keeps flexibility of the joints and
is easy to tear into required length. It doesn’t stick to
skin, hair or wound

4

4
5

ElastoQuick Sport
Colour: White

4 Art.no: 046000 ElastoQuick Sport, 7,5 cm x 4,5 m, white
5 Art.no: 046002 ElastoQuick Sport, 3 cm x 4,5 m, white

Colour: Green - available in 2016:
Art.no: 046001 ElastoQuick Sport, 7,5 cm x 4,5 cm, green

Cold Pack

Snøgg’s Instant Cold pack temporarily relieves minor pain and
swelling as a result of sprains, aches and sore joints. This cold
pack is quick and easy in use and disposable. Activate the cold
pack through strong compressing. Never put the cold pack
directly to the skin as this can cause frostbites. Store in a cool,
dry place.
6 Art.no: 173050 Cold pack small, 11 x 15 cm
7 Art.no: 173060 Cold pack large, 23 x 15 cm

SPORTS CARE
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7

6

SPORTS CARE
8

Sports Bag

This bag is produced in durable material and comes with two
mesh pockets with zipper that makes the bag practical and easy
to organise. The bag is equipped with sports related content as
sports tape and cold packs etc.
Snøgg offers the sports bag also as empty version so that the
content can be composed as required.
9

Product information:
Size: H: 22 cm, W: 30 cm, D: 12 cm
8 Art.no: 022505 Sports Bag, red, complete
9 Art.no: 022504 Soft Bag, red, empty

41
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10 12
10

K-Relieve Tape

Elastic cotton tape that lifts the skin and increases lymphatic and
blood circulation. The tape contributes to a faster recovery and
healing process.
Can have a pain relieving effect due to the decrease of pressure on
the nerve endings and pain receptors.
Kinesiology tape offers relief and support and due to its elasticity,
the user retains full mobility.
Elasticity – Mobility – Pain relief – Water repellent – Acrylic glue

11

10 Art.no: 183527 K-Relieve Tape 2 pack, 5 cm x 3,75 m, blue
11 Art.no: 183526 K-Relieve Tape 2 pack, 5 cm x 3,75 m, pink
12 Art.no: 183525 K-Relieve Tape 2 pack, 5 cm x 3,75 m, black

12
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ANIMAL BANDAGES
Bandages

ANIMAL
BANDAGES
well proven in use

BANDAGES

A cross-elastic bandage that is easy to
shape and provides great mobility. AnimalSoft
is self-adherent (cohesive) and does not stick
to skin, fur nor wounds. Can be placed
directly on the wound.
Art.no: 013074 AnimalSoft 6 cm x 4,5 m

A unique foam dressing that sticks to itself,
not to skin, fur nor wounds. Strong, flexible
and easy to shape. Can be placed directly
on the wound.
Art.no: 013071 AnimalVet 8 cm x 1 m
Art.no: 013072 AnimalVet 8 cm x 5 m
Art.no: 013073 AnimalVet 14 cm x 5 m

Foam dressing with adhesive on one side.
Ideal for padding and fixation. Must be used in
combination with a compress, AnimalSoft
or AnimalVet.
Art.no: 012116 AnimalPolster 9 cm x 2 m
Art.no: 012117 AnimalPolster 14 cm x 2 m

ElastoQuick Sport is a length-elastic fixation
bandage for use on many parts of the animal
body. Used for fixation of compresses and
other bandages.
Art.no: 046000 ElastoQuick 7,5 cm x 4,5 m, white
Art.no: 046002 ElastoQuick 3,0 cm x 4,5 m, white
Art.no: 046001 ElastoQuick 7,5 cm x 4,5 m, green

ANIMAL BANDAGES
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ANIMAL
BANDAGES

Bandage benefits:
• Self-adherent (cohesive)
• Only sticks to itself
(NOT to skin, fur nor wounds)
• Soft
• Cross-elastic
• Porous
• Absorbent
• Stops bleedings
• Adheres even when wet
• Suitable for primary layers
• Suitable for secondary layers
• Thickness 1,9 mm

Bandage benefits:
• Self-adherent (cohesive)
• Only sticks to itself
(NOT to skin, fur nor wounds)
• Soft
• Cross-elastic
• Porous
• Absorbent
• Stops bleedings
• Adheres even when wet
• Suitable for primary layers
• Suitable for secondary layers
• Thickness 5 mm

Bandage benefits:
• Self-adhesive
• Soft
• Cross-elastic
• Porous
• Absorbent
• Suitable for secondary layers
• Suitable for tertiary layers
• Thickness 5 mm

Bandage benefits:
• Self-adherent (cohesive)
• Length-elastic
• Porous
• Suitable for secondary layers
• Suitable for tertiary layers
• Fixation
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Our range of bandages for small animals is easy to use and effective. The
multi-purpose bandages adapt to the contours of the animal. Several of our models
are cross-elastic which eases application and improves comfort. The bandages
offer the added advantage of being extremely durable.
LEG BANDAGES,
cats and small dogs.
1. Begin by wrapping once
around the leg before placing the
padding between the digits.

AnimalSoft 3 cm

2. Attach the
required length.
Fold the bandage
180°. Slip the
narrowest end
between the
digits. Tuck the
loose end of
AnimalSoft inside
the first wrap.
Repeat the
procedure.
3. Complete the
bandaging with
AnimalSoft or
AnimalVet. Hold
in place with
ElastoQuick.

Ear bandages

BANDAGES

To make a pressure
bandage, simply roll up
AnimalSoft or
AnimalVet. Follow this
principle for suppurating
sores to increase
absorbency.

AnimalPolster 14 cm
AnimalVet 4,5 cm
AnimalVet 8 cm

1. Shape a length of
AnimalVet into a cone
to protect the meatus.
Make a pad to immobilize the ear.

2. Hold the pad in place
with AnimalVet. The
discharge will be absorbed
and stored in
the inner layers.

ANIMAL BANDAGES
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3. Bind the ear with
AnimalVet. Hold in place
with a wider Animal Polster
bandage which sticks even
on skin and hairs.

ANIMAL
BANDAGES

BANDAGING PAWS
1. Begin by placing a
length of padding
between the digits and
the pad.
1.

FRACTURES

2.
1. Follow the same method used
in bandaging paws. Don’t forget
to pad out by applying further
layers of AnimalVet (see point 5).

2. Make a slot in the
AnimalVet and place a
length of padding around
the dew claw.

2. Pad out the whole length
of the splint with PolsterPlast.

3. Cut a strip
of AnimalVet
to length.
Make slots to
go over the
digits.

3. Hold the splint in place with
ElastoQuick. This method eliminates the
risk of sores caused by rubbing. By
allowing the digits to move freely, greater
mobility is ensured without restricting the
blood supply. Stimulates blood flow.
TIPS FOR THE
TREATMENT
OF PIGS
Splaylegs are
treated with a
3 cm strip of
AnimalSoft.
Using your
fingertips, stick
the bandage
together
between the
legs.

4. Slip the digits through the slots
and fold the bandage as shown.

5. If necessary, wrap an additional
length of AnimalVet around the paw.
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Our range of bandages comes in different
sizes to enable the treatment of both large
and small animals. You’ll find a size suited to
the animal being treated regardless of the
bandaging requirement.

Use AnimalSoft in the event of
injury to udders or anal
muscles.

APPLICATION
The bandage is
placed directly
onto the injection
area.
It is important to
utilise the
elasticity of the
bandage to
prevent
it from slipping.

When bandaging
a hoof joint, the
first bandage is
wrapped from the
pastern
downward. The
second bandage
is placed over the
injection area, and
must be wrapped
some way down
the hoof.

BANDAGES

Notice how the elasticity is
utilised when fixing the
hamstring.

MOULDS
One round of
14 cm AnimalVet
is sufficient for
mould treatment.

Begin by wrapping one round of PolsterPlast
below the wounded area. Then wrap AnimalVet
around the wound to overlap the PolsterPlast
by 2-3 cm. AnimalVet is replaced when required
and the PolsterPlast is removed when treatment
is finished.

ANIMAL BANDAGES
www.snogg.com
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ANIMAL
BANDAGES

Bandaging is an important part of treatment, and
to get a good dressing you need a good
bandage. Snøgg animal dressing is a bandage
series consists of four of bandages, all designed
for specific uses.

Here, AnimalVet is used as first layer on the
wound, covered by AnimalPolster. Also used on
small animals.

Attach
AnimalPolster
directly on the area
that needs
protection.
FORE-KNEE INJECTION
Bandaging before injection
in the knee joint. First,
apply a 14 cm wide
AnimalVet bandage over
the knee and then a 9 cm
in excess of fixation.

Total bandaging:
AnimalVet is used as
primary and secondary
layer, then ElastoQuick as
a final layer. It is easy to
remove.

If the bandage is
e.g. too loose, it is
easy to tighten - see
drawing.

If a horse is troubled with
mouth sores, the bit can
be bandage with
AnimalSoft to relieve
pain.
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Notes:

Notes:
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